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Abstract

networks have been used for improving reliability and routing performance [6, 37], implementing multicast [14, 11, 18,
19, 25, 32, 36], distributing content [5, 12], and performing
data transformation [21, 34]. While very successful, these
overlay networks have been independent application-specific
efforts; each services a different application (or application
requirement) and each requires a large investment of design
effort and/or deployment expense.

Many recent proposals have argued for giving end-hosts control over routing in the network to satisfy the growing demands of applications. However, these proposals either run at
an overlay level independent of one another, or else lack support for end-hosts to discover the desired routes. In this paper, we propose a network architecture that addresses these
limitations. At the basis of our solution lies the idea that specialized route computation should be provided as a service
and not embedded in the infrastructure. This design allows
the routing functionality to evolve without changing the infrastructure. Our architecture consists of three entities: (a)
a forwarding infrastructure that enables end-hosts to setup
routes, (b) Routing Service (ROSE) providers that compute
routes (conforming to application requirements) based on
network information that the infrastructure provides, and (c)
end-hosts that setup the routes, obtained by querying ROSE,
in the infrastructure. We address the issues of trust, scalability of the ROSE architecture, and deployability. We demonstrate the feasibility of our solution by conducting experiments on a prototype deployed on PlanetLab. To illustrate
the benefits of our architecture we evaluate two applications:
metric-sensitive multicast, and resilient routing.

In contrast, proposals such as loose source routing, and,
more recently, TRIAD [13] and NIRA [43] have argued for
giving end-hosts more control over routing in the Internet.
These proposals allow applications to define their own routes
within a shared network infrastructure. While these proposals are not as flexible as overlays (e.g., they cannot control
what packets are dropped in the network), using a shared infrastructure has two benefits: (a) packet forwarding is highly
efficient, and (b) new applications which require routing control can be immediately deployed. However, none of these
proposals address how end-hosts compute the routes in the
infrastructure. Having each host probe the network to find
such routes is neither efficient nor scalable.
In this paper, we build on these proposals and go one step
further by proposing a network architecture in which endhosts share not only the network infrastructure, but also the
route computation mechanisms. At the basis of our solution lies the idea that specialized route computation should
be provided as a service and not embedded in the infrastructure. Our architecture consists of three entities: a forwarding infrastructure, Routing Service (ROSE) providers,
and end-hosts. The forwarding infrastructure provides the
ability for end-hosts to setup routes, and exports topology
and performance related information to the ROSE providers.
ROSE providers use this information to compute routes conforming to application requirements. End-hosts query ROSE
for routes that satisfy their policy and performance requirements, and setup these routes in the infrastructure.

1 Introduction
In the current Internet architecture, the routing functionality
is embedded in the infrastructure with end-hosts having little
control over the path that their packets follow. This simple
architecture has played an important role in the success of
the Internet: it has led to a simple interface for applications,
and has provided routing that is “good-enough” for a wide
range of popular applications such as e-mail, file transfer and
web browsing.
However, the widespread adoption and commercialization of
the Internet is posing an increasingly varied set of demands
on the Internet. New applications such as Web services and
IP telephony have different demands in terms of resilience,
reliability, and latency from the infrastructure. To meet these
demands, many researchers have proposed giving end-hosts
more control over routing decisions. There proposals fall in
two broad categories: using overlay networks, and giving
end-hosts some control on routing in the Internet.

The fact that routing is provided as a service, and not embedded in the infrastructure, allows the network to evolve with
changing needs. As new applications emerge, new routing
services can be developed, and old ones can broaden their
scope. Separating routing and forwarding functionalities in a
modular fashion allows components which implement these
to evolve and improve independent of one another.

Overlay networks insert functionality at the application level,
thereby circumventing the rigidity of the Internet. Overlay

In summary, this paper argues for providing routing as a ser-
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i3 [39] provides support for basic communication primitives
including mobility, anycast, multicast, and service composition. The notion of triggers and stacks in i3 is a richer form of
the forwarding primitive introduced in this paper. Our work
and i3 are largely complementary. While i3 focuses on supporting basic communication primitives, we focus on how
end-host can discover desirable routes, and how trust can be
enforced in the system.

vice, and presents the design of an architecture to realize this
idea. Our design aims to balance the desire of ISPs to control the overlay traffic, and the desire of applications to have
more control over the routing decisions. To achieve this, our
architecture gives ISPs control on defining the topology of
the forwarding infrastructure, and end-hosts, through ROSE,
control on selecting the paths restricted to the topology. In
the design process, we make the following contributions:

Several companies such as Sockeye [3] and RouteScience [2]
develop products for multi-homed organizations to pick their
last hop ISP. However, these solutions operate only at the
last-hop at a granularity of organizations, not applications.

• Enforce trust between different administrative and economic entities, by designing our architecture such that
an entity can verify the information or the actions performed by another entity. For example, ROSE would be
able to verify the performance information provided by
the forwarding infrastructure.
• Propose a simple ROSE architecture that can scale to an
infrastructures of up to tens of thousands of nodes.
• Illustrate the benefits of the architecture by implementing two popular applications targeted by overlays:
metric-sensitive multicast, and fine-grained failover.

Finally, our path primitive can be seen as a combination of
loose source routing and virtual circuit switching primitives.
However, unlike source routing, our primitive allows the receiver (not only the sender) to control the routing, and, unlike
circuit switching, the path is inserted by end-hosts, and not
by the infrastructure.
Division of functionality. The division of data and control plane functionalities between the network and end-hosts
plays a central role in any network architecture. At one extreme, Active Networks [42] allow end-hosts to insert arbitrary functionality in the forwarding path. ESP [9] provides a
middle-ground by allowing packets to create temporary state
at routers via short, pre-defined computations. Our approach
explores a different point in the design space as it allows endhosts to modify only the control plane in the network.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. Section 3 describes the overall system architecture, and Section 5 presents our solution to enforce trust through verification. Section 6 gives an overview
of the implementation, and presents a generic API. Section 7
details the experiments conducted to demonstrate the feasibility and benefits of our architecture. We list our sins and
omissions in Section 8, and conclude in Section 9.

We are not the first to argue for the separation of data and
control planes. Generalized Switch Management protocol
(GSMP) [17] proposes external switch controllers to establish and maintain paths in an ATM, frame relay or MPLS
switch. The IETF ForCES [27] working group addresses forwarding and control element separation for IP forwarding
devices in a small area system. Bandwidth broker [7] computes routes based on QoS requirements within a single domain. Akamai [8] implements route computation as a separate component, though the details of the patent are not public. In contrast to these approaches, we target a large-scale
infrastructure where the control plane and data plane are implemented by different administrative entities, which raises
issues of trust and scalability.

2 Related work
The paper touches upon many issues that have separately received attention in the literature.
Routing control. Several proposals have advocated giving
end-hosts more control over routing in the network. Nimrod [10] architecture proposed computation of routes by the
clients of the network, and give mechanisms for distribution
of network maps. Clark et al. [15] have argued for giving
end-hosts more control over routing as a way of promoting
competition among ISPs. In this context, Yang [43] has proposed a solution that allows both senders and receivers to
choose routes at the AS level. TRIAD [13] has proposed
a name-based routing scheme where end-hosts specify the
path across multiple address space domains. To provide resilience, feedback-based [44] routing presents an architecture where edge networks perform measurements to find efficient routes in the network. With the exception of feedbackbased routing, none of the proposals address the issue of endhosts discovering desirable routes. While feedback-based
routing addresses this issue, it does not provide a mechanism
to share this information across edge networks. Our solution
addresses these issues, and, in addition, the issue of how to
enforce trust across different entities.

Shared infrastructures. PlanetLab [33] provides an infrastructure that is shared among various overlays. Since each
overlay runs in an independent slice, the sharing is mainly at
the hardware level. While PlanetLab is a perfect vehicle for
research as it gives users complete control on overlay nodes,
it raises security and efficiency concerns that may make it
inappropriate for commercial use.
SPAND [38] performs passive network performance discovery to improve the performance of adaptive Internet applications. However, it does not consider trust issues. To address the problem of duplicate measurements across over2

warding infrastructure. Applications that do not require
special routing simply use the default Internet routing.
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ISP control. On one hand, ISPs want more control over the
traffic they forward. Overlay traffic, being outside ISPs’ control, and more importantly, less predictable than traditional
traffic, makes the task of performing traffic engineering difficult for ISPs. On the other hand, end-hosts want flexible
control over the paths taken by the packets, and hence resort
overlays. In our design, we try to balance these conflicting interests by giving the ISPs control over defining the forwarding topology, and giving end-hosts, through ROSE, control
over selecting the paths restricted to the topology. In contrast,
today, end-hosts have no control over routing in the Internet,
and the ISPs have little control over the overlay traffic.

Figure 1: The main components of the architecture: (1) forwarding
infrastructure, (2) one or more ROSE providers, and (3) end-hosts.

lay networks, Nakao et al. [29] have proposed a routing underlay that provides coarse-grained static information to the
higher layers. However, users still need control over overlay
nodes to perform packet forwarding and fine-grained measurements.

In general, each ISP will choose the virtual links between
its nodes to reflect its performance and perhaps policy1 constraints. For instance, an ISP may choose links within its
domain to minimize the impact of sudden changes in the
traffic along these links on the rest of its traffic. The ISPs
may add new virtual links upon ROSE’ request as long as
it does not conflict with the ISP’s constraints. In this paper,
we do not discuss how the network infrastructure is configured and maintained. Since ROSE computes paths only along
these virtual links, ISPs can isolate the overlay traffic from
the rest of their traffic better.

Indirect measurement techniques. Several measurement
and monitoring techniques have been recently proposed in
the context of the Internet [30, 20, 23]. These systems are
more general in that they aim to estimate performance characteristics between any two hosts in the Internet (instead of
between overlay nodes). However, they are either limited to
estimating the delay alone, or require an infrastructure of
their own [20] for measurements.

3 Architecture Overview

Better performance. End-host based overlay solutions are
inefficient as end-hosts sit typically behind high-latency lowbandwidth connections (as compared to the routers in the
network). The ability of end-hosts to perform performancebased routing in the infrastructure would be beneficial for
both applications, as they get better performance, and for
ISPs, as they can avoid the extra traffic generated by endhosts acting as routers.

We first present a brief overview of our architecture, which,
as shown in Figure 1, consists of three components:
1. Forwarding infrastructure. We envision a global infrastructure consisting of high-bandwidth nodes, owned
and controlled by the ISPs, interconnected with one
another in an overlay graph. The edges of the subgraph, called virtual links, are logical unidirectional
paths along which packets are forwarded via IP. Paths
can be setup across the network only using a combination of virtual links. The infrastructure monitors the
performance of the virtual links, exports this information to ROSE, and allows end-hosts to set-up tunnels
(data paths) computed by ROSE.
2. Routing Service. ROSE is a third-party entity that gathers network information from the forwarding infrastructure, and uses this information to compute applicationspecific paths between any two nodes in the infrastructure. There can be more than one ROSE provider
in the system, in the same way there is more than
one search engine for the WWW. As advocated by
Clark et. al. [15], this design fosters competition among
providers by giving choice to users
3. End-hosts. End-hosts which desire special routing
query ROSE to obtain paths that satisfy specific application constraints, and then insert these paths into the for-

Ease of deployment of applications. Our infrastructure will
lower the barrier of deployment for applications that require
more sophisticated routing than the default Internet routing. For example, our infrastructure might make large scale
broadcast of live-media feasible. Accelerating the rate of introduction of new applications would be beneficial for both
third-parties, which develop these applications, and ISPs,
which can provide more services.

3.2 Challenges
We briefly outline the challenges that face our proposal.
Scalability of ROSE. ROSE must be able to receive measurement information from many infrastructure nodes, compute efficient paths quickly, and serve requests from the endhosts. We address these issues by making ROSE distributed
1
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We do not refer to BGP policies in particular.
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Figure 2: Host S sends packets via tunnel (id2 , id3 , id5 ) to host
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(id3 , id5 ). Note that IPADDR(id2 ) = n2 , IPADDR(id3 ) = n3 ,
and IPADDR(id5 ) = n5 .

R2

Figure 3: Node n3 replicates all packets with ID id3 .

and partitioning the infrastructure among the many nodes of
a ROSE provider. We detail these mechanisms in Section 4.2.

of its neighbors. These measurements include the round-trip
time (RTT), loss rate, and available bandwidth of each of its
virtual links. Second, nodes allow hosts to set-up paths (tunnels) and forward packets sent along these paths.

Trust and Security. A key challenge with any open system
is how to make sure that all components are well-behaved.
For example, how can we make sure that the information
provided by the infrastructure to ROSE is accurate, or that the
paths inserted by end-hosts are loop free? We address these
questions by carefully designing the protocols such that a
component can verify the information provided by another
component. In particular, ROSE is able to verify the performance measurements reported by the infrastructure. In turn,
the infrastructure ensures that the paths inserted by end-hosts
obey certain crytographic constraints. Furthermore, ROSE
signs the paths it returns to the end-hosts, and the infrastructure verifies the signatures upon path insertion. Thus, the infrastructure can make sure that all paths it inserts were computed by ROSE, which, in general, is a more trusted entity
than an end-host. We address this topic in detail in Section 5.

4.1.1 Paths and packet forwarding
The mechanisms for path maintenance and packet forwarding are similar to the mechanisms employed by MPLS [35],
and ATM circuit switching. However, our infrastructure is
open in that it allows potentially untrusted entities to insert
paths, and performs packet forwarding at the overlay instead
of the networking layer.
Each infrastructure node maintains a forwarding table whose
entries are inserted and maintained (using a soft-state protocol) by end-hosts. Each entry in the forwarding table
is of the form (id1 , id2 ), where id1 and id2 are IDs. An
ID is of the form IPaddr:label, where IPaddr represents
the IP address of the infrastructure node where the entry
is stored, and label is a locally unique 128-bit value. Let
IPADDR (id1 ) denote the first field of id1 , and LABEL(id1 )
denote the second field of id1 . Then inserting a path (tunnel)
along nodes n1 , n2 , . . . , nk , is equivalent to inserting forwarding entries (id1 , id2 ), (id2 , id3 ), ..., (idk−1 , idk ), where
IPADDR (idi ) = ni , (1 ≤ i ≤ k). Figure 2 shows a tunnel
through nodes n2 , n3 , n5 . Establishing this tunnel requires
node n2 maintain forwarding entry (id2 , id3 ), and node n3
maintain entry (id3 , id5 ).

Deployment. A major hurdle that many architecture proposals face is the barrier to deployment. While we do not
claim that sweeping changes would happen to the Internet
overnight, we do believe that the following incentives for
both ISPs as well as the end-hosts are compelling enough for
a possible deployment: (a) ISPs can attract existing overlay
traffic to this infrastructure, where they have more control,
(b) efficient replication and forwarding reduces ISP traffic,
(c) end-hosts can receive better performance than overlay approaches, and (d) barrier to use for end-hosts is low.

To send an IP packet along a tunnel with the starting point
id1 , a sender encapsulates the IP packet into an overlay
packet with ID id1 , and sends it to IPADDR (id1 ). Packet forwarding in the infrastructure is very similar to that in MPLS.
When a node IPADDR (id1 ) receives a packet, it performs a
lookup for id1 , replaces id1 with id2 in the packet’s header,
and forwards the packet to IPADDR (id2 ). If an infrastructure
node does not find any match for the packet’s ID, the node
decapsulates the packet and sends it via IP. Figure 2 shows
how a packet sent by host S to host R is forwarded along
(n2 , n3 , n5 ). When a virtual link fails, overlay packets are

4 Architecture Entities
In this section, we present the details of the architecture outlined in the previous section. While most of the mechanisms
we use are straightforward, they nevertheless demonstrate
the feasibility of providing routing as a service.

4.1 Forwarding Infrastructure
Each node in the infrastructure performs two basic operations. First, it performs performance measurements to each
4

decapsulated and forwarded via IP. Applications that need
improved failover protection can use explicit backup paths
using a disjoint set of virtual links (see Section 7.1.2).

DomainMap
(n1, n2) 4
(n1, n3) 4
(n2,n5) 3
…
…
(n4, n5) 1
(n4, n8) 2

AW

4.1.2 Constraining forwarding entries
To avoid DoS attacks (e.g., A inserts a path carrying a high
bandwidth stream ending at B), we do not allow an end-host
to insert a path that terminates at another end-host. Our implementation uses nonce-based challenges to ensure this.

RouteTable
(n1, n2)
4
(n1, n3)
4
(n1, n4)
6
(n1, n5)
5
(n1, DE/n6) 10
(n1, DE/n8) 8
…
…
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n1
n2
…
n5
n6
…
n11

AW
AW
AW
AE
…
AE

AE

n2
n10
4

1

6

n6

n5

2

n1

As proposed by Adkins et al. [4], we use cryptographic
techniques to constrain the identifiers in the forwarding
entry. More precisely, given an entry (id1 , id2 ), either
LABEL(id1 ) = hl (id2 ) or LABEL (id2 ) = hr (id1 ), where
hl and hr are one-way cryptographic hash functions. It is
shown in [4] that these constraints do not sacrifice flexibility
of paths that can be constructed, but guarantee that (i) construction of undesirable topologies such as loops is hard, and
(ii) eavesdropping on the traffic of other hosts is hard, under
cryptographic hardness assumptions. It is this constraint that
restricts the API given in Table 1, i.e., an end-host cannot
retrieve a path between two completely specified IDs.
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Figure 4: Example of ROSE consisting of two servers AW and
AE. AW is responsible for infrastructure nodes n1 , n2 , . . . , n5 ;
AE is responsible for nodes n6 , n7 , . . . , n11 . The figure shows the
relevant state maintained by AW .

4.2 Routing Service (ROSE)
4.1.3 Multicast

In response to requests from end-hosts, ROSE returns
application-specific paths between any two nodes in the infrastructure. For this, ROSE maintains a performance map of
the infrastructure using the measurement reports provided by
the infrastructure nodes. In addition, ROSE can perform measurements on its own, as discussed in Section 5. Augmenting the information that the infrastructure provides might be
useful when ROSE wants to measure a metric that the infrastructure does not provide.

The forwarding infrastructure supports multicast by simply
allowing multiple forwarding entries with the same source
ID. Suppose a source advertises an ID, idsrc to which it
sends packets. Then each receiver will query ROSE for a path
(optimized according to a given metric) from idsrc to itself.
Figure 3 shows an example where source S advertises id2 ,
and receivers R1 and R2 insert paths (id2 , id3 , id4 , (R2 :
L2 )), and (id2 , id3 , id5 , (R2 : L2 )), respectively. Node n3
maintains two forwarding entries: (id3 , id4 ) and (id3 , id5 ).
Upon receiving a packet with ID id3 , n3 replicates the packet
and sends a copy to n4 = IPADDR (id4 ), and a copy to
n5 = IPADDR (id5 ). The hash-based constraint imposed on
the forwarding entries would ensure that sub-paths traversing
the same nodes overlap. We assume that all paths of a tree
originate at a common source ID idsrc and that all paths are
constrained using either hl only or hr only. To prevent DoS
attacks on end-hosts, we restrict multicast tunnels to terminate at end-hosts only (as shown in Figure 3). In the absence
of this constraint, constructing a tree with all k leaves terminating at the infrastructure, and sending a packet addressed
to E on this tree would result in k copies send to E.

In the rest of this section, we present the design of ROSE. The
design is generic in that it is not optimized for a particular
metric. We expect that metric-specific optimizations to make
each instantiation of ROSE more scalable and efficient.
In the case of an infrastructure with no more than few tens of
nodes, ROSE can maintain the map of the entire infrastructure at a single server. To handle a large number of requests,
ROSE can simply replicate this server. However, as the infrastructure becomes larger, a single server can no longer
maintain the map of the entire infrastructure. We address
this problem next. In the ensuing discussion, we target our
design to a network with O(10, 000) nodes. We believe this
is a reasonable size, as we expect that only applications with
specialized routing need to use this infrastructure. For comparison, the number of nodes in the Akamai network falls in
this ballpark.

We make two observations. First, out-degree of a node in a
multicast tree is bounded by the out-degree of that node in
the overlay topology. Since the ISPs determine the topology,
they can easily bound the number of replicas generated by
an infrastructure node. Second, if IP multicast is available in
a subnetwork S, one can make use of this by terminating the
multicast paths at the edge of S, and then using IP multicast
within S.

To achieve scalability, we use a well-known technique, graph
partitioning. ROSE partitions the set of infrastructure nodes
into different domains2, with a different set of replicated
2
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This is different from the administrative domains in the Inter-

servers assigned to each domain. Each server maintains information about all virtual links within its domain, and a subset of virtual links to other domains. More precisely, given
any two domains D and D 0 , ROSE ensures the existence of
at least k pairs of nodes n1 ∈ D and n2 ∈ D0 such that there
is a virtual link from n1 to n2 . Note that in this design, it is
possible to compute a path between any two nodes n1 and
n2 by contacting no more than two ROSE servers, one that
is responsible for the domain of n1 , and another responsible
for the domain of n2 . A redundancy factor of k is chosen to
ensure that there are multiple paths between two domains.

Consider the example in Figure 4 where ROSE partitions
the infrastructure into two domains, DW covering nodes
n1 , n2 , . . . , n5 , and DE covering nodes n6 , n7 , . . . , n11 .
ROSE consists of two servers AW and AE responsible
for domains DW and DE respectively. Assume an endhost queries AW for a low cost path from node n1 to
n11 . Upon receiving this query, AW consults its RouteTable
and returns the two paths it finds to D2 , (n1 , n2 , n6 ) and
(n1 , n2 , n5 , n4 , n8 ). Next, AW sends both paths to AE,
which completes the paths with the shortest paths it knows to
n11 . The two resulting paths are p1 = (n1 , n2 , n6 , n10 , n11 ),
and p2 = (n1 , n2 , n5 , n4 , n8 , n9 , n11 ). Since the cost of p1
is 14, while the cost of p2 is 16, AE returns p1 to the querier.

The quality of the paths computed by ROSE is determined
by the partition of the graph. In our implementation, we use
METIS [26], a serial graph partitioning tool, to divide the
graph. While, as shown in Section 7, our partition method
works reasonably well in the case of a small infrastructure,
there is room for improvement. We leave the development of
algorithms that optimize the partition for specific metrics to
future work. An important observation is that our modular
design allows the partitioning algorithms to evolve without
changes to the infrastructure.

A ROSE server typically maintains separate RouteTables for
each performance metric, i.e., delay, bandwidth, and loss
rate. The server periodically recomputes all its RouteTables.

4.2.2 Scalability
We now discuss the scalability of ROSE in terms of memory,
computation, bandwidth requirement and ability to support
end-host
√ queries. For simplicity, we assume√that there are
M = N domains, and each domain has O( N ) nodes. In
each case, we perform back-of-the-envelope calculations for
an infrastructure with N = 10, 000 nodes.

4.2.1 Path Computation
A server responsible for domain D maintains (see Figure 4):

Memory. Both NodeTable and DomainMap data structures
require O(N ) memory space. Furthermore, assuming that
the length of a path between two nodes is O(log(N )),
RouteTable requires O(N log(N )) memory space (there are
O(N ) pairs of nodes in each domain). For a forwarding infrastructure with N = 10, 000, a ROSE server needs to maintain only O(100, 000) entries.

1. The entire map of domain D, called DomainMap. This
map stores the performance metrics (i.e., RTT, loss rate,
available bandwidth) associated with every out-going
virtual link of a node in domain D. Note that DomainMap also includes also virtual-links from nodes in domain D to nodes in other domains.
2. A routing table, called RouteTable, containing the
“best” paths between all nodes in DomainTable. This
set of nodes includes, besides all nodes in D, nodes
in the other domains to which nodes in D have virtual
links. The meaning of “best” depends on the metric being optimized (e.g., lowest latency path).
3. A list of all nodes in the infrastructure, and the list of
ROSE servers responsible for each of these nodes. This
data structure is called NodeTable.

Computation. The most expensive computation performed
by a ROSE server is computing RouteTable. This computation is equivalent (at least in the case of the latency)
to solving the all-pairs shortest path problem. By using
fast matrix multiplication algorithms [40], we can compute
all-pair
√ shortest paths between the nodes in a domain in
O(( N )2.8 ) = O(N 1.4 ) time. Using optimized BLAS,
computation for M = 100 nodes takes just 0.57 seconds
on a Pentium 2.2 Ghz system [1].

Consider a ROSE server s that receives a query for a path between infrastructure nodes n1 and n2 . Assume s is responsible for domain D, and n1 belongs to D. If n2 belongs to D
as well, then s consults its RouteTable and returns the best
path (e.g., shortest path) between n1 and n2 . If n2 belongs to
another domain D 0 , server s (a) retrieves from its RouteTable
a set of k paths from node n1 to k nodes in domain D 0 , (b)
consults NodeTable to find a server s0 responsible for domain D0 , and (c) sends the set of partial paths computed at
step (a) to s0 . In turn, s0 uses these paths to compute a good
path from n1 to n2 , and returns it to the querier.

Bandwidth. Assume each node reports every T sec, and that
3
all reports from a node fit
√ in one packet. Then, a ROSE
server needs to handle O( N ) packets every T seconds. If
T = 1 sec, and assuming the size of a packet is 1, 500 bytes,
then each ROSE server needs to handle of the order of 1.2
Mbps. As an optimization to reduce the bandwidth of measurement report traffic, reports can be suppressed when the
measurement value does not change by more than a small
factor . In addition, we need to account for the overhead incurred by the ROSE for monitoring virtual links on its own.
3

We used 10 bytes to represent measurements to one node. We
can pack information of > 100 nodes in one packet.

net.
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warding infrastructure make sure that the paths inserted by
an end-host are well-formed (e.g., they don’t contain loops)?
In this section, we address these problems.
The main idea behind our solution is to enable each component to verify the information received from another component. We believe that the ability of a component to verify another component, coupled with potential administrative and
economic punishments triggered when the verification fails,
would create incentives for each component to behave correctly. Figure 1 shows the information flow between various
components in our systems:
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m
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Figure 5: Communication pattern used to measure the (a) roundtrip time (RTT) between two nodes A and B, and (b) loss rates
along virtual links (A→B), and (B→A).

1. Forwarding infrastructure provides reports to ROSE.
2. ROSE provides paths to end-hosts.
3. End-hosts insert paths into the infrastructure.

Query rate. For processing the queries generated by the endhosts, we replicate each ROSE server S into a cluster of c
nodes. Each query to S is sent at random to one of these c
nodes. Let the average lifetime of an information retrieved
(e.g., , time for a path that ROSE returns to become stale) is
t and Q distinct queries are seen in time t. Since each query
hits atmost 2 ROSE servers, the average query rate to a node,
Nq is less than (2∗Q)/(t∗M ∗c). If c = 20 and N = 10, 000,
then 10 million queries performed by the clients in a period
corresponding to a refresh period of 10 seconds would result
in only 1000 queries/second at each node on average. Typical query messages are very short and replies are moderately
short, which in our implementation are, on an average, 30
and 200 bytes respectively. Hence, bandwidth required per
node is only 1.6Mbps upstream and 240 kbps downstream.

Now, we discuss (1) how ROSE can verify the reports from
the infrastructure, and (2) how the infrastructure can verify
an inserted path, and (3) how end-hosts can verify the paths
returned by ROSE.

5.1 Verifying Reports from Infrastructure
We assume that reports provided by the forwarding infrastructure contain the round-trip time (RTT), the unidirectional
loss rate, and the available bandwidth along each virtual link
maintained by the infrastructure. Next, we show how ROSE
can independently measure these metrics between any two
nodes in the infrastructure. In doing so, ROSE relies exclusively on the ability of hosts to insert paths in the infrastructure; ROSE does not require any additional primitives to
perform these measurements.

4.3 End-hosts

In addition to verification, these mechanisms can also be
used to measure information that the infrastructure does not
provide. For instance, if the infrastructure provides average
RTT, but ROSE needs 95-percentile RTT, then ROSE can perform measurements on its own.

End-hosts query ROSE for paths between two nodes in the
forwarding infrastructure, and then insert these paths (tunnels) in the infrastructure.4 We assume that each end-host e
knows at least one node in the infrastructure that is close to
it. We call these infrastructure nodes, home nodes of endhost e. The home nodes can be obtained from ROSE when
the end-hosts sign up for the service. To establish a tunnel
to an end-host e, one has to obtain the address of e’s home
node. We rely on DNS (or DHT functionality if available)
to store the IP address to home node mapping. Alternatively,
one can contact node e and get the home node directly from
e (although this would involve extra overhead). For viability
reasons, we adopt the latter approach in our implementation.

5.1.1 Round-Trip Time
Consider the problem of estimating the RTT between two arbitrary infrastructure nodes A and B.5 Figure 5(a) illustrates
the technique used by a host S to perform this measurement.
Let a1 and a2 be two IDs associated to node A, b1 be an ID
associated to node B, and s1 be an ID associated to host S. S
first inserts paths (a1 , s1 ) and (a1 , b1 , a2 , s1 ), and then sends
periodic probes to ID a1 . Figure 5(a) shows the forwarding
table of each node after these paths are inserted, and the corresponding packets. Upon matching a1 , the probe packet is
sent back to S, while a replica of the probe packet is sent
along path (a1 , b1 , a2 ) and finally back to s1 . The RTT be-

5 Enforcing Trust By Verification
One of the main challenges of any open distributed system
is ensuring that various components are well-behaved. For
example, how can ROSE make sure that the reports from the
forwarding infrastructure are accurate? Or how can the for-

5
Measuring the one way delay between A and B requires the
clocks of the two nodes to be synchronized. Thus, measuring the
one way delay is hard even assuming full control over the two
nodes.

4

Note that ROSE computes optimal paths between the infrastructure nodes only.
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correlated. Finally, it can be shown that if the loss probability
on each virtual link is O(p), the probability of false positives
for both f1 and f2 is O(p2 ).

B

5.1.3 Available Bandwidth
m

m

S
(a)

Unlike RTT and loss rate, the notion of available bandwidth
is not well defined. Various definitions of the available bandwidth on a path include the equivalent throughput of a TCP
flow, the max-min fair share on the path and excess capacity available on the path. Furthermore, there is a wide variety
of bandwidth estimation algorithms ranging from ones based
on the TCP equation [31], to ones based on sophisticated active measurements techniques such as Pathload [24]. Due to
this large variety, and the lack of general agreement on the
semantics of the available bandwidth, we do not commit ourselves to a particular estimation algorithm. Instead, we aim
to present a solution for the following more general question:
assuming that node A uses a bandwidth estimation algorithm
ABest on link (A→B), then can a remote server S estimate
the available bandwidth on (A→B). We note that while our
solution won’t work with any estimation algorithm, it is general enough to support active estimation algorithms such as
Pathload and certain TCP-based algorithms (as we will discuss in Section 7.3.3).

S
(b)

Figure 6: Communication pattern used to estimate the available
bandwidth along virtual links (A→B).
tween A and B is then computed as the difference in the time
between receiving copies m4 , and m1 , respectively.

5.1.2 Loss Rate
To measure the unidirectional loss rate between two nodes A
and B, we use a setup similar to the one used to measure the
RTT. The only difference is that S also inserts path (b1 , s)
(see Figure 5(b)).
Let m be a probe sent by host S to ID a1 . For ease of explanation, in Figure 5(b), we label the copy of the probe along
each virtual link of the path. Then S concludes that there was
a loss from A to B (i.e., m2 was lost) if S receives m1 but
does not receive m3 and m5 .

Figure 6 illustrates our approach. First, S inserts a tunnel (a1 , b1 , s1 ), and then uses the same estimation algorithm ABest to estimate the available bandwidth along path
S→A→B→S. Let bw1 be the estimate bandwidth at the end
of this procedure. The problem is that bw1 need not necessarily represent the available bandwidth on (A→B), as it can
also reflect the available bandwidth on (S→A) or (B→S).
To disambiguate between these possibilities, S performs the
following iterative algorithm:

We now show that under the assumption that (i) the loss
probability on each virtual link is p  1 and (ii) the loss
probabilities on virtual links are not correlated, the probability of false positives, i.e., the probability that S incorrectly
decides that m2 was lost, is O(p2 ). Let P (mi ) denote the
probability that mi is lost. Then the probability of false positive, P , is equal to the product of the probabilities of the
following events: m2 is not lost, either m4 or m5 are lost,
and m3 is lost.
P

=

(1 − P (m2 ))(1 − [1 − P (m4 ))(1 − P (m5 )])P (m3 )

'

2p2

1. i = i + 1 (i is initialized to 1);
2. Set-up a new path from A to B, (a1 , bi );
3. Re-run the estimation algorithm along S→A→B→S
by sending packets with ID a1 ;
4. If i ∗ bwi ' (i − 1) ∗ bwi−1 , report available bandwidth
of (A→B) as i ∗ bwi . Otherwise, go to step 2.

(1)

Though S can compute the loss rate on the reverse link,
(B→A), by inverting the communication pattern shown in
Figure 5(b), S can estimate this loss rate without any additional measurements. In particular, while measuring the loss
rate for m2 , S also records the following two events:

In step (2), S creates one more replica for each packet on virtual link A→B. When link (A→B) becomes the bottleneck
link, the available bandwidth on (A→B) becomes i ∗ bwi ,
where bwi is the bandwidth estimated by S at iteration i.
We make several observations. First, the convergence of the
above algorithm can be improved by doubling the number
of replicas on (A→B) at each iteration, and starting iteration i with an initial bandwidth of bwi−1 (i − 1)/(i + 1).
Second, this approach will not work for algorithms, such as
Spruce [41], that use carefully spaced packets to estimate the
available bandwidth. This is because the inter-arrival times
would be affected by the replication operation at node A, and
the additional delay variation introduced by link (B→A). Fi-

1. the receipt of m3 but not of m5 , and
2. the receipt of m3 or m5 but not of m1 .
Let f1 be the frequency of occurrence of event 1, and f2 be
the frequency of occurrence of event 2. Then f1 estimates the
loss rate on virtual link (B→S) while f2 estimates the loss
rate on virtual link (A→S). Finally, S estimates the loss rate
on (B→A) as f1 − f2 . Note that this estimation procedure
assumes that the losses on links (B→A) and (A→S) are not
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6.1

nally, larger RTTs on the indirect measurement path might be
another source of inaccuracies.

ROSE Implementation

We have implemented a distributed ROSE that runs on multiple nodes, each node monitoring a portion of the infrastructure that is specified. We also instrumented the infrastructure
code to log all probe packets sent by ROSE, and record local time-stamp at each hop the packet traverses in the probe
packet itself. We used this information to compute the actual performance characteristics of the links and use them to
evaluate the accuracy of our estimation algorithms.

5.2 Verifying Paths Inserted by End-Hosts
Implicit verification. All the paths that end-hosts insert must
be cryptographically constrained. This provides an implicit
verification mechanism for the infrastructure, as we are guaranteed that malicious topologies cannot be formed.
Explicit verification. While implicit verification provides
guarantees on topologies at the level of IDs, one can still
construct confluences terminating at an infrastructure node.
For example, inserting paths (id1 , . . . , idni ), for i = 1 . . . k,
where all idni reside on the same infrastructure node would
cause all replicas of the multicast to go through the same
infrastructure node.

For efficiency, all the one-way hash functions (e.g., for cryptographic constraints) we use are based on the advanced encryption standard (AES) (aka. Rijndael block cipher) [16] in
the Matyas, Meyer, and Oseas construction [28]. The output
of the AES cipher is again XORed with the input to make the
function irreversible.

To verify these cases, an infrastructure node can reconstruct the inserted path by simply querying the
other nodes that the path traverses. For example, suppose end-host e creates a confluence by inserting entries (id1 , id2 ), (id2 , id3 ), (id1 , id4 ), (id4 , id03 ), where
IPADDR (id3 )
= IPADDR(id03 ). Now, every packet
sent to id1 would create two copies on IPADDR (id3 ).
Node IPADDR (id1 ) can query nodes IPADDR (id2 ) and
IPADDR (id4 ) for entries starting with id2 and id4 respectively. Using the replies, IPADDR (id1 ) can detect a
confluence.

6.2 Client API
Table 1 shows the core API of our system. An end-host can
query ROSE for a path between two nodes in the forwarding infrastructure using the get path API call. The first two
arguments of get path specify the starting and the ending
points of the path in the infrastructure. An end-point of a
path is identified by either the IP address of the node (IPn )
or an identifier idn where IPADDR (idn ) = IPn .6 When an
end-point is specified by its IP address IPn , the ID in the
path idn that corresponds to IPn is chosen such that it obeys
the constraints mentioned in Section 4.1.2. If both end-points
are IP addresses, then one of the IDs is chosen at random. We
have an API call to set-up paths to/from IDs (and not just IP
addresses) because of the need to establish a path to a particular identifier that represents the other end-point of the communication. We note that the API does not allow an end-host
to identify both end-points using IDs (refer Section 4.1.2).

Non-repudiation. ROSE signs every paths it returns to an
end-host, and the forwarding infrastructure inserts only paths
signed by ROSE. This allows the infrastructure to impose
fine-grained policies specific to ROSE providers.

5.3 Verifying Paths Returned by ROSE

The third argument of get path, rid, is either NULL or an
ID such that IPADDR (rid) represents the IP address of the
caller. If rid is NULL then the path ends in the infrastructure. Otherwise the path ends at the caller. Note that only the
caller can insert a path that ends to itself. The last argument
of get path, opt, specifies the metric for which the caller
wants the path optimized for. The existing metrics are delay,
loss rate, and available bandwidth.

An end-host can verify the quality of the path returned by
ROSE by measuring the end-to-end performance it sees. If
the performance is unsatisfactory (e.g., the latency along a
low latency path returned by ROSE is consistently higher
than the latency of the direct IP path), the end-host can simply switch to using another ROSE. This is similar to the
way users can switch from one search engine to another
when they are not satisfied with the quality of the search
results. This design is consistent with the high-level goals
pointed out in [15], namely, modularization of design at tussle boundaries and design for choice.

Once it gets a path p from ROSE, an end-host can insert p
using the insert path call. To maintain the path, the end-host
needs to periodically refresh the path. This process is very
similar to maintaining a path in RSVP. The refresh period
we use in our implementation is 30 sec. To send a packet
along a path p, an end-host uses the send API call. The first
parameter of send, id, represents the first ID of the path p.

6 Implementation Overview
We have implemented the system: forwarding infrastructure,
ROSE, the client API given in Table 1 and a proxy for using
legacy applications with our system in C. In our implementation, LABEL(id) is 128-bits long for cryptographic strength.

All the API functions have been implemented in C for sup6

Recall that the first part of an ID represents the IP address of
the node on which the ID is stored.
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Function Call
s.get path(n1 , n2 , rid, opt)
or
s.get path(id1 , n2 , rid, opt)
or
s.get path(n1 , id2 , rid, opt)

p = e.return path()
n.insert path(p)
n.send(id, IP packet)

√
etLab nodes distributed among 10 (= 100) ROSE servers
using METIS [26]. For experiments in Section 7.1 and 7.2,
we chose only one node per site mostly because many nodes
in a location would skew results in our favor. Also, for validation purposes, we measured RTT, loss rate and bandwidth
for all pairs of nodes in our set, which limited the number of
nodes to keep the overall traffic reasonable.

Description
Query ROSE server s for a
path from n1 /ipaddr(id1 )
to n2 /ipaddr(id2 ).
If rid 6= N U LL, the path
continues to rid, where
IPADDR(rid) is caller’s IP
address. opt specifies the
metric for which the caller
requests optimization.
Return path to end-host e
Insert path p starting at node n,
where n is the first node on p
Send an IP packet along path
with entry point id.
n = IPADDR(id).

Though the number of nodes we used here is two orders of
magnitude smaller than the infrastructure size we envision,
we believe that these experiments nonetheless give insights
into how the ROSE architecture would perform by maintaining only O(N ) state. As pointed out in [22], the lack of tools
and techniques to assign metrics (such as latency and bandwidth) to simulated graphs in a manner that would reflect Internet routing was an impediment in performing meaningful
simulations. For most cases, due to lack of space, we present
results for RTT and loss rate, and omit the bandwidth results.

Table 1: Generic API.

7.1 Application-level Benefits

porting asynchronous model of programming. In particular,
applications can associate callback functions with the different paths that they deal with. A callback is then invoked when
a packet arrives along the corresponding path. Inserting and
maintaining the paths is automatically handled by the client
stub, thus relieving the applications of this work.

Two of the main applications that have been targeted by overlay solutions are multicast [14, 11, 18, 19, 25, 32, 36] and
resilience [6]. We next describe how these applications are
supported by our architecture.

To use unmodified legacy Internet applications on our system, we developed a user-level proxy that runs with superuser privileges. We have used this proxy for performing experiments reported in Section 7.1.2. Providing details about
how the proxy functions is out of scope of this text.

7.1.1 Single source Metric-sensitive Multicast
Multicast is a perfect example of an application that can benefit from separating the control and data plane: data path is
highly efficient as packet are replicated in the infrastructure
(not at end-nodes as in end-host multicast solution), and the
control plane is highly flexible—introducing a new performance metric requires neither the deployment of a new infrastructure, nor the change of the existing one. More precisely, in this section we show that our architecture supports
single source multicast trees which are optimized for two different metrics: delay and loss rate.

7 Evaluation
We micro-benchmarked the software implementation of the
forwarding infrastructure on a Pentium 2.2 GHz machine
running Linux 2.4.20. Each routing entry takes 120 bytes of
memory. To evaluate the cost of inserting an entry into the
table, we first populated the routing table with 100, 000 entries. Then the cost of insertion, computed as the average of
next 10, 000 insertions, was 2.5µs. Not including the cost of
routing table lookups, the cost of packet forwarding averaged
over 10, 000 packets of size 1 KB was 18.5µs. This corresponds to a forwarding rate of up to 47, 600 packets/second.

Constructing single-source multicast trees with bounded degree based on different metrics is straightforward. As illustrated in Section 4.1.3, the multicast tree is simply the union
of unicast paths to each of the receivers.
Figure 7 shows a small portion of multicast trees (rooted at
planetlab1.cs.uoregon.edu) for two different metrics, RTT and loss rate, involving 100 PlanetLab nodes. As
expected, the paths chosen by the two metrics are quite different. For example, during the experiment, the link from
Oregon to nbgisp.com helped in picking low RTT paths,
but consistently had a loss rate of about 3% (which is much
higher compared to the other paths we see on PlanetLab).

In the rest of this section, we evaluate our architecture on
three important fronts. First, we demonstrate two examples of how applications can benefit from our architecture
– metric-sensitive multicast and fine-grained failover. Next,
using real-world experiments, we show that the ROSE architecture shows promise in being able to return good paths by
maintaining only O(N ) state per server. Finally, we present
experiments that evaluate the accuracy of the indirect measurement techniques that ROSE employs to verify the infrastructure reports.

To quantify the benefit of supporting metric-sensitive multicast, we compute the loss rate along the delay-sensitive tree.
This quantifies how much a loss-sensitive application would
lose if the underlying infrastructure were to build trees using
only the delay metric. Note that this is what would happen

All our experiments were performed with up to 100 Plan10

(a)
(b)
Figure 7: Portions of multicast trees constructed using two metrics (a) delay, (b) loss rate.
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Figure 8: Loss rates on paths constructed using delay as metric

Figure 9: Progress of a TCP connection under link failure.

in today’s IP multicast which optimizes the tree construction
using the shortest-path metric, a metric over which applications have no control. Figure 8 shows the cumulative distribution of the loss rate both in (i) the loss-sensitive, and (ii)
the delay-sensitive multicast trees. Overall, the loss rate in
the latter case is appreciably higher than the former. For example, in case (i), 90% of the paths have loss rate less than
1%, whereas in case (ii) the number is only 70%. Furthermore, in more than 40% of the paths the loss observed in
case (ii) is more than twice that in case (i).

We have implemented the maintenance of multiple paths in
the user-level proxy (refer Section 7). For TCP connections,
we switch to the backup path when multiple timeouts are
experienced. In our experimental setup, we instantiate the
infrastructure nodes on PlanetLab, and a sender and receiver
on Internet2 hosts that are well-connected to PlanetLab.
Figure 9 shows the progress of a 2 MB file transfer using
legacy file transfer client. The proxy establishes one backup
path for each primary path. At around t = 2 seconds, we emulated a failure by removing one of the infrastructure nodes
on the first path. Within 1.7 seconds, the proxy is able to
detect and recover from the failure. This compares favorably with RON which provides similar recovery times [6].
Using multiple paths, an application can achieve zero-time
failover by sending packets on both the paths using erasure coding techniques. Finally, note that when the primary
and backup path start/end at different infrastructure nodes,
our mechanism can be viewed as a generalization of multihoming [2, 3].

7.1.2 Fine-grained Application-level Failover
As mentioned in section 3, when a virtual link between two
infrastructure nodes fails, the infrastructure resorts to IP routing. While in this scenario, our infrastructure is no better than
the Internet, next we show that by taking advantage of the
ability to control routing, end-hosts can perform fail-over in
the order of seconds, and at the granularity of a single flow.
To achieve this, end-hosts insert for each path a backup path
in the infrastructure. ROSE can provide a service that gives
multiple disjoint paths. When the primary path fails or its
performance degrades, the end-hosts can switch immediately
to the back-up path. The problem of detecting the failure is
left to end-hosts, as end applications are in the best position
to decide when to switch.

7.2

ROSE Performance

Prior work (Detour [37], RON [6]) has shown that Internet
paths are not optimal. In this section, we study the extent to
which our solution can take advantage of this sub-optimality.
Unlike the studies in [6, 37] which monitor the virtual links
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between any two nodes, due to scalability and policy constraints reasons, we monitor only a subset of the virtual links.
Still, we are able to show that in many cases ROSE finds better paths than the underlying Internet paths.
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Figure 12: The scatter plot of the actual and the measured RTT
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does well in identifying the lossy links (this cannot be inferred from the figure). In particular, of all the paths where
the loss rate is greater than 5%, in over 40% of the cases, it
was able to find a path that reduced the loss rate by at least
half, and it found a better path in 96% of the cases.

RTT of path/RTT of direct Internet path

Figure 10: CDF of ratio of RTT using distributed ROSE mechanisms to RTT on Internet path.

Figure 10 shows the CDF (over all pairs of nodes) of ratio of
RTT between pairs of nodes using the algorithm described
in Section 4.2 to the Internet RTT. For comparison, we also
show the CDF of the ratio of best possible RTT (using the
complete O(N 2 ) information) to the Internet RTT. We can
infer that we do better than the Internet in about 40% of the
cases, and within a factor of 1.01 of the Internet in 65% of
the cases. We believe that one of the main reasons why we
do worse in some cases is that our evaluation testbed has a
sparsely distributed set of nodes in Europe and Asia. This
is a departure from the assumption of the algorithm that the
infrastructure nodes are well-distributed in the “middle” of
the network.

7.3

In this section, we evaluate the estimation algorithms described in Section 5.1. For each performance metric (i.e.,
RTT, loss rate and available bandwidth) we compare the actual values to the values estimated by our algorithms. To
compute the actual values we instrument infrastructure nodes
to log packets they receive (for delay and loss rate) and perform pairwise measurements between them (for bandwidth).
Our experiments show that our estimation algorithms are accurate in the case of RTT and loss rate, and reasonable in the
case of bandwidth estimation.
To understand how RTT and loss rate estimation algorithms
performs in different cases, we divided the pairs of infrastructure nodes into two bins: pairs of nodes in the same location (e.g., both in MIT), and pairs of nodes in different
locations (e.g., one in Stanford, other in Rice).
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For the former, we considered 44 pairs of nodes, and for the
latter we considered about 2450 pairs, i.e., two data sets, each
set comprising all pairs of nodes, one in each of 50 PlanetLab
locations.
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7.3.1 Round Trip Time (RTT)
2

Figure 12 shows the scatter plot of the estimated RTT versus
the actual RTT for the samples over a 100 second interval.
Every virtual link is sampled every 10 seconds7 , thus the plot
contains 10 samples per virtual link. The results show that
our RTT estimation algorithm (described in Section 5.1) is
very accurate. In Figure 12, less than 2.7% of samples have
an error >10%. If we take the median among 10 consecutive

Figure 11: CDF of ratio of loss using distributed ROSE mechanisms to loss rate on Internet path.
Figure 11 demonstrates a similar experiment performed with
the loss rate metric. In most cases when there are better paths
than the Internet, our algorithm finds them. But (not surprisingly), unlike the previous case (RTT), the paths are not as
efficient as the best possible path. However, the algorithm

7

We restricted our sampling rate as we monitored all virtual
links for the sake of validating our techniques.
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samples (not shown in figure), only 0.7% of the samples have
a relative error >10%, most of which are due to nodes in the
same location.

Though we implemented the technique described in Section 5.1.3 on both Pathload as well as a vanilla TCP Vegas
implementation, we use the latter because it was difficult to
obtain consistent results for the former on PlanetLab for validation. A detailed investigation of how our technique works
on a variety of tools is deferred to future work.

7.3.2 Loss Rate
Figure 13 shows the scatter plots of the actual versus the
measured loss rates for the aforementioned data sets. To estimate the loss rate between two nodes we use the scheme
described in Section 5.1. Each data point is the result of sending 1000 probes. In most cases, the measured loss rates were
quite small; only in about 8% of cases we measured a loss
rate larger than 2%. Figures 13(a) and (b) show the loss rates
for all links in the forward, and reverse directions. The points
below the line x = y are mainly due to false positives, i.e.,
ROSE incorrectly decided that there was a loss on the link.
The points above x = y are due to the fact that ROSE ignores
the probes for which it does not receive any response.

For validation, we compute bandwidth between any two
nodes by transferring 1 MB of data directly between the two
nodes, and recording the bandwidth over the transmission
of the last 500 KB.10 To understand the performance of our
algorithm clearly, we divided the pairs of nodes into the following three vastly different cases, primarily motivated by
the fact that longer RTTs might affect the estimation process:
(i) ROSE server is close to one (or both) of the two nodes (labeled Close in Figure 14) (ii) ROSE server is far away from
the two nodes which are themselves far apart (labeled FarFar), and (iii) ROSE server is far away from the two nodes
which are close to each other (labeled Far-Close). Studying
results based on this classification is useful as it gives some
insights into how to assign nodes to ROSE servers.

From the technique used, we see that inaccuracies could occur when, (i) the loss between ROSE server and the measured link (A→E, B→E links in Figure 5(b)) is considerably larger than the loss rate on the measured virtual links
(A→B and B→A in Figure 5(b)) and (ii) losses on links are
not independent. To verify this, we identify the nodes that
are responsible for the highest loss rates, and eliminate them
from the measurements.8 As expected, the estimation accuracy improves considerably, especially on the reverse path.
The loss rate estimates were within 90% of the actual loss
rate in 70% of the cases in the forward direction and in 74%
of the cases in the reverse direction. Finally, if we consider
only the virtual links with loss rate more than 0.2%, then the
estimates were within 90% of the actual for 81% of cases
in forward direction and for 83% of the cases in the reverse
direction. In summary, the algorithm performs very well in
identifying moderately/highly lossy links, and does reasonably well for links with very low loss rate.
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Figure 14: CDF of deviation in estimated bandwidth from measured bandwidth.

Figure 14 shows the CDF of the relative deviation of the estimated bandwidth from the stable direct bandwidth (ratio of
difference between estimated and actual to the actual bandwidth). We make the following observations; a detailed analysis about the timing effects of the measurement is beyond
the scope of this paper: (a) Overall, in 60% of the cases,
the relative error in estimated bandwidth is less than 0.5.
For comparison, in 43% of the pairs, the relative deviation
in two values measured using direct transfers was itself 0.5
or more; (b) The technique did not work well when we estimated high-bandwidth links that were very far from the
ROSE server – a node in USA could not estimate the high
bandwidth between uu.se and diku.dk well. This was
because the two Europe nodes were separated by only 11ms,
whereas the ROSE server was over 200ms away from each of
them. In a deployed system, we can alleviate the problem by

We make two further observations. First, in the forward direction (Figure 13(a)), we are more likely to overestimate
than underestimate the loss rates (all points below x = y represent overestimations). Second, one can easily obtain better
results for the reverse path by simply reversing the measurement setting for that links. However, this results in doubling
the overhead since now we have to send probes in both directions of the measured link.

7.3.3 Available Bandwidth
To evaluate the technique for determining the available bandwidth (avail-bw), we chose one node at each PlanetLab site.9
8

During the experiments reported here we identified five such
nodes: two at cs.unibo.it, one at Intel Pittsburgh, one
at CMU, and one at diku.dk.
9
Only one node per site was used to economize on the bandwidth that we use for our experiments.

10

This is to allow the flow to get into congestion avoidance phase,
so that we see the stable bandwidth.
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Figure 13: Scatter plots of the actual versus the measured loss rates for: (a) forward path, (b) reverse path

9 Conclusion

having a distributed ROSE service and assigning infrastructure nodes to topologically close ROSE servers and (c) In the
case when one of the nodes is close to the ROSE node, the
available bandwidth technique over-estimates in some cases.
We believe that this is because the overlay and IP paths are
the same, and a delay-based technique sees fewer losses.
Finally, we recognize that this particular technique would
work only for drop-tail queues. Exploring these measurement techniques further by incorporating topological and delay information is an area of future work.

In this paper, we propose a network architecture for giving
end-hosts control over routing in the network. The basic tenet
of our proposal is to provide specialized routing as a service,
not embed it into the infrastructure. We proposed an architecture to realize this idea, addressed the issue of trust, and
presented a solution for the routing service. We believe that
this approach has the benefit that routing can evolve as needs
change without any change to the infrastructure.
Our prototype, while deployed and tested on PlanetLab, is
not in widespread use yet. Such use will undoubtedly prompt
many design refinements. One area of improvement is the
quality of paths returned by ROSE. For scalability, ROSE
uses a simple performance-agnostic mechanism to partition
the infrastructure nodes. This partition can be made sensitive to the performance metric that ROSE optimizes. Another
improvement is providing shared performance discovery between the end-hosts and the first infrastructure node. Only a
large-scale deployment and widespread use will ultimately
give a complete answer to questions regarding the stability
and the scalability of our architecture.

8 Discussion and Future work
We list topics that are not fully addressed in the paper. A
thorough study of these issues is foremost in our agenda.
Optimality of paths. ROSE chooses sub-optimal paths due
to two reasons. First, it picks only a subset of the links between two domains. Second, it makes use of at most two
domains while computing paths between two infrastructure
nodes. We believe that this approach provides a tradeoff between complete flexibility of path selection and scalability.
Furthermore, if the infrastructure is widely deployed, the
multiplicity of paths might alleviate this sub-optimality.
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